Welcome to WAT-E2080
Water & Governance course!
Marko Keskinen, Mia Pihlajamäki & Lauri Ahopelto, 12.1.2021

TODAY’S AIMS + AGENDA
1. Introduction to us and you + course context
à Water + governance

2. Course structure + practicalities
à How the course is implemented and
how your work is being assessed
à Online arrangements (Zoom, Teams, Miro + MyCourses)

3. Case Studies + group work
à Introduction to Case Studies
(Group work stages + your rules: on Thursday)
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WHO ARE WE?
More about our research on
governance and other things:
wdrg.aalto.fi

Responsible Teacher
Marko Keskinen
HOW TO CONTACT US?
1) Come and talk to us
in Zoom / Teams ;)
email:
2) Send email to course
wat-e2080@aalto.fi

Course Coordinator
Mia Pihlajamäki
Course Mentor
Lauri Ahopelto
Course Assistant
Sara Heikonen
…and several guest lecturers!

WHO ARE YOU?
• Short round of introduction (preferably your video on)
Your name & background: studies + possible experience related to governance

• What you expect from the course?
à Write down three things (themes, skills…)
you would like to learn during the course

• Share your thoughts in a small group
in Zoom’s breakout room (5 min)
à Any common things? Differences?

?

Today missing:
XXX

PLEASE BE ACTIVE!
The online teaching is different, and particularly
interaction is more difficult than in real life
Our approach: learning is most efficient
–and fun!– when done together through interaction
We also encourage
à Enables shared learning + encourages
interaction through
e.g.
dialogue and critical thinking
group discussions, p
air
à Also provides us more direct feedback
talks and Miro bo
ard

Please be active & also share your ideas on
what works (as we are also learning still)!

à See MyCourses’
Online
practicalities sub-p
a ge

ONLINE PRACTICALITIES
• The course is organised fully remotely due to covid-19:
see Online practicalities sub-page in MyCourses (available for students)
MyCourses
- Course
information, incl.
Announcements
- Reading material
+ session slides
- Submission of
personal TakeHome Messages

TEAMS

ZOOM

- The place for your Group Work!
à Group meetings with mentor
in your group's sub-channel
à Group's submissions into
your sub-channel's Files tab

- Sessions here
partly (depends
from lecturers’
preference)

- Teams' General channel used
for communication during
sessions: follow closely!
- Sessions here partly as well

- Breakout rooms,
if needed

MIRO
- Used to enhance
interaction
during sessions
- You can also set up
own Miro Board
for your group’s
brainstorming

ONLINE PRACTICALITIES
• The course is organised fully remotely due to covid-19:
see Online practicalities sub-page in MyCourses (available for students)
MyCourses

TEAMS

ZOOM

- The place for your Group Work!
à Group meetings with mentor
in your group's sub-channel
à Group's submissions into
your sub-channel's Files tab

- Sessions here
partly (depends
from lecturers’
preference)
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+ session slides à Also
- Breakout rooms,
own Miro Board
- Course
information, incl.
Announcements

- Submission of
personal TakeHome Messages

- Teams' General channel used
for communication during
sessions: follow closely!
- Sessions here partly as well

if needed

- Used to enhance
interaction
during sessions

for your group’s
brainstorming

USING MIRO: THE BASICS
Toolbar
on the left:
Text tool (T)
and sticky note
the most
commonly used
à You can edit
the toolbar as
you wish

Navigation
mode:
mouse or
track pad

Hide your
collaborators’
cursors

Miro’s canvas is infinite i.e. you can zoom in and out as you wish:
handy, but can get you also lost so pay attention

QUESTIONS?
BREAK!
Let’s continue at 10.00!
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1. COURSE
CONTEXT
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WATER + GOVERNANCE
• Two key themes for this course
– but what do they mean?
à Return to your group and define
in one concise sentence what is
‘water governance’: 6 minutes!

• Share your definition through Miro
https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_lZOin1c=/
Password wat-e2080, green frame
à Link + instructions available in MyCourses
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Your definitions here

Your definitions here

WATER

in relation to humans

• Water = a natural resource enabling ‘things’
• Natural resource = provided by nature
à Water as an integral part of the Planet Earth:
à Hydrological cycle as a basis: eternal recycling process
• ‘Things’ = different uses and meanings of water that
enable us as humans to live our life in this planet
à Eating, drinking, sanitation, producing energy,
transportation, recreation, cultural values…
à Also includes ‘environmental use’ (which is
linked to our existence and thus to humans, too)

Water + people =
can also be called
’hydro-social cycle’
Linton & Budds 2014

HYDROLOGICAL CYCLE
+ DIFFERENT WATER USES

FISHERIES

AGRICULTURE
DOMESTIC USE
& INDUSTRY

ENVIRONMENT?
HYDROPOWER

© Geography Revision

GOVERNANCE
"Governance is
a social function
centered on steering human groups
toward desired outcomes"
Young, 2013

GOVERNANCE
• Social refers to the human system
= us, the people, working together
• Function is about the actions performed by us
= such actions are needed e.g. to frame goals and policies,
to cope with external challenges, to prevent conflicts,
and to procure and manage resources (Rosenau, 1992)

à Social function = collective action
…to steer us ‘toward desired outcomes’

Governance: some definitions
When we talk about governance we use
various different concepts and terms
à The challenge is that many of these concept are multifaceted,
and used in different and even partly confusing ways

Three important clarifications on key concepts:
1) Governance vs. management
2) Governance vs. government
3) Institution vs. organisation

GOVERNANCE ≠ MANAGEMENT
GOVERNANCE is broad & critical

MGT is about operationalisation

àGovernance solves collective problems
and addresses also ‘the political’

àTakes a certain governance context and
its actors & institutions as given: starting
point for operationalising governance

àCreates a framework for planning,
decision-making, management and
implementation
àSeeks to understand why things are as
they are, and how they can be improved
àIncludes a broader set of actors than
those included in the actual
management
For more, see e.g. Hufty 2011; Young 2013; Keskinen 2010; Sojamo 2016.

àManagement is thus often a quite
technical task and the realm for
engineers: ‘making things happen’
àYet, successful management should be
based on understanding of the
governance context

GOVERNANCE ≠ government
Government = a single decision-making authority,
where state authorities exert sovereign control over the people
Governance = many actors in different institutional settings
contribute to policy development and implementation
à Governance can have multiple levels (local, national, regional, international)
and centres, and involves public and private sector, civil society & academia
(Pahl-Wostl, 2009)

IN SHORT:
Governance > government

INSTITUTION ≠ organisation
‘Institution’ and ‘organisation’ as terms often used interchangeably,
but important to differentiate when talking about governance
à Often closely related, but not the same as their aims are different

Organisation = "groups of people with shared goals and some level
of formalised patterns of interaction defined in terms of roles”
à e.g. water user associations, companies, government agencies, river basin organisations…
e.g. Merrey et al. 2007

Institution = "social arrangements that shape and
regulate behaviour and persist”
e.g. North,1990;
Ostrom, 1990, 1992

à e.g. national water policy, SDGs, market mechanisms, river basin plans

INSTITUTIONS:

formal and informal

Law
(formal)

vs.

Social
norm
(informal)

Shutte rstock

Two type of institutions i.e. formal and informal:
both very strong in shaping and regulating our behaviour
– and thus to guide governance!

GOVERNANCE
"Governance is a social function
centered on steering human groups
toward desired outcomes"
(Young, 2013)

Key elements of governance are
institutions and actors
+ their interactions.

(Pahl-Wostl, 2015)

GOVERNANCE: 3 key elements
Institutions =
social arrangements
shaping & regulating
our behaviour
à Form the ‘rules of the
game’ for the actors

Actor = someone having
an interest in and/or
taking action on
a collective problem/issue
à Can also be called
a Stakeholder

INSTITUTIONS
- Formal (laws, agreements, admin structures…)
- Informal (norms, values, customs…)

INTERACTIONS

Within and between institutions and actors
à e.g. planning, decision-making, implementation

ACTORS
Organisations, groups & individuals:
all with differing roles and interests

INSTITUTIONS +
ACTORS ARE THE TWO
KEY BUILDING BLOCKS
FOR GOVERNANCE
à BUT ALONE
TOO STATIC:
GOVERNANCE
IS A PROCESS =
INTERACTIONS
MAKE IT HAPPEN!

Our Governance Frame
Have a careful look: forms
the general analytical
framework through which
you can analyse your
Case Study

INSTITUTIONS

à Yet, you are free to
modify it and/or use other
frames as well, if needed!

ACTORS

INTERACTIONS

COLLECTIVE PROBLEM FORMING THE GOVERNANCE CONTEXT

WATER GOVERNANCE
"Water governance is the social function that regulates
development and management of water resources and provisions of
water services at different levels of society and guiding the resource
towards a desirable state and away from an undesirable state.
A water governance system is the interconnected ensemble of
political, social, economic and administrative elements that
performs the function of water governance.
These elements embrace institutions
as well as actors and their interactions."

(Pahl-Wostl, 2015)

WATER + GOVERNANCE
Water governance is thus about addressing
the functions related to WATER USE & MANAGEMENT
… by different actors

Public, private and civil society +
academia, in different forms

… in a framework set up by
formal and informal institutions

Laws and rules, but also
norms and values etc.

… through different forms of interaction

Impact assessment,
planning etc.

à Similar to general (natural resources) governance,
but water-specific: our course thus builds on
general governance analyses

WATER GOVERNANCE:
examples
SOCIAL
FUNCTION

Can be small-scale and clearly defined: for example building a DAM
…or large-scale and broad: for example setting an ENERGY POLICY
à Social function sets the governance context = defines the elements below!

ACTORS

DAM: power company, environmental authority, riparian inhabitants…
POLICY: different ministries, energy companies, key NGOs, EU…

INSTITUTIONS
INTERACTIONS

DAM: existing laws, impact assessment guidelines, fishing policies…
POLICY: legislation (EU & FIN), SDGs, current policies…
DAM: planning meetings, stakeholder workshops, IA process…
POLICY: strategy processes, interest group consultations, policy implementation…

WATER GOVERNANCE:
Other definitions and emphases for water governance exist as well:
alternative views
“DISTRIBUTIONS
– of water, voice and authority, and expertise”

Zwarteveen et al. 2017

“the range of political, social, economic and administrative SYSTEMS
that are in place to develop and manage water resources,
and the delivery of water services, at different levels of society” UN-DESA 2015
“The public and private INTERACTIONS undertaken to
address challenges & create opportunities within society”
“using a set of FUNCTIONS & ATTRIBUTES
(and related values and aspirations
of the different stakeholders)
to achieve certain OUTCOMES”
Jimenez et al. 2019

Armitage et al. 2009

WATER GOVERNANCE:
alternative views
Our focus is on public sector driven governance
à Other forms of governance exists as well:
e.g. local level governance (communities)
and private sector driven governance
with markets as its main institution
à These typically co-exist, with
differing arrangements
à Yet, in water field it is often the public
sector that sets the rules (and also targets)
for water governance

Lemos & Agrawal 2006

WATER + GOVERNANCE
• How does this feel? Is it different to
your own concise definition for water
governance? How and why?
à Return to your group and discuss for
5 minutes: biggest surprises & differences?

• Share your views through Miro
https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_lZOin1c=/
Password wat-e2080, light green frame
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Broader context
Three critical ‘meta-themes’ for our
WAT Master’s Programme and also for
this WAT-E2080 course: what they could be?
àHint: all start with S!
• Sustainability (the aim & crosscutter)
• Society (the context)
• Systems (the way to think)

SUSTAINABILITY
Sustainability = a state of a system (where system
maintains its critical functions under change)

Dovers & Handmer 1992

”Sustainable development …
meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs.”
Our Common Future i.e. Brundtland Report 1997

SOCIETY
”A large group of people who live together in an organized way,
making decisions about how to do things and sharing
the work that needs to be done.”
Cambridge Dictionary

Society forms the main system for
water and environmental engineering:
this course is essentially about
studying how our society works
à Note that society has different
scales: sometimes it’s about a city,
sometimes about a nation,
sometimes about entire globe

…for ‘ensuring
a
functioning a
nd
sustainable so
ciety ’

SYSTEMS

à System includes but also excludes:
system boundaries therefore very
critical to understand and describe
SYSTEM
ELEMENTS

+

THEIR
INTERACTION

=

SYSTEM’S
PURPOSE

(e.g. functioning
water supply,
designing new area,
implementing a
policy, sustainability)

Talking about governance ca
uses
often confusion because we
talk about different systems
(and related scales)
à Be sure to define clearly
the system in your Case Stud
à It links closely to your
governance context

y

QUESTIONS?

BREAK!
Polyv

References & further reading:
Hufty, Marc (2011). Investigating policy processes: The Governance Analytical
Framework (GAF). In: Wiesmann U. & Hurni H (Eds.): Research for Sustainable
Development: Foundations, Experiences, and Perspectives, pages 403–424.
Biermann, Frank et al. (2010). Earth system governance: a research framework,
International Environmental Agreements: Politics, Law & Economics, 10(4): 277–298.
North, Douglass C. (1990). Institutions, Institutional Change and Economic
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TODAY’S AIMS + AGENDA
1. Introduction to us and you + course context
à Water + governance

2. Course structure + practicalities
à How the course is implemented and
how your work is being assessed
à Online arrangements (Zoom, Teams, Miro + MyCourses)

3. Case Studies + group work
à Introduction to Case Studies
(Group work stages + your rules: on Thursday)
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2. COURSE
STRUCTURE
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LEARNING OUTCOMES
• Understands the key characteristics of water governance
and its link to sustainability [knowledge]

LE
OW
KN

• Is able to work in an interactive manner as a part of a group,
including reading and discussing scientific literature [identity]

LS

• Can apply selected approaches and methods
for water governance analysis [skill]

S K IL

• Understands the role of legislation in relation to
water management and governance [knowledge]

DG

E

• Recognises the key institutions and actors related to
water governance in different settings [knowledge]

IDENTITY

THEORY + PRACTICE
• In this course, we dig deeper into the theory
of different aspects of water governance
à Thematic Contact Sessions on Tuesdays and
related Reading Material + Reading Circles
à Personal Take-Home Messages after Contact Sessions

… and combine this with practical Case Studies,
focusing on different governance contexts
à Case Study analysis and related sessions – by you!
à From global (SDG) to regional (Mekong and EU) to national
(Finland) and local (HSY + another) scale
à Supported by Case Study Session on Thursdays

MANY WAYS TO LEARN!
Thus, several different learning activities:

– Reading Material + related Reading Circles
– Contact Sessions (Tue & Thu)
– Personal Take-Home Messages
– Case Study work

READING MATERIAL
• Each Contact Session on Tuesdays + most Case Study Sessions
have Reading Material that provides a broader
(and more theoretical) context for the session
à Read the Reading Material independently before the session,
and make use of the the Guiding Questions
à Tuesday’s Reading Material then discussed in preparatory
Reading Circles with your group: see next page

• Reading Material = mainly scientific articles:
not an easy read, but very useful skill to learn!
à Helps also to understand how to read them:
focus on introduction + findings & conclusions

READING CIRCLES (RCs)
• Each Contact Session on Tuesdays starts with
a preparatory Reading Circle with your group
à Discuss the Reading Material based on Guiding Questions given:
there will be in total five Reading Circles
à Time and place for Reading Circle is on Tuesdays at 9.00
i.e. just before the Contact Session

• Each RC has a Chair (responsible for running it) and Secretary
(responsible for Reading Circle Summary)
For more, see
MyCourses
à Four Reading Circles, all on Tuesdays at 9am in your Teams
à Submit the Reading Circle Summary by Thursday’s Contact Session

Reading Circle Summary
• The Reading Circle Summary synthesises your discussion
into 3-4 concise key messages
à Max. 100 words per message, in bullet points

• The Summary will be assessed, and their average
grade forms 1/4 of the total grade given by the teachers.
The RC summary is assessed based on following criteria:
– Structured and concise synthesis of the given Reading
Material, including Guiding Questions (50%)
– Providing broader context: own reflection and additional,
complementary views towards the given material (50%)

Submission to
your Teams.
For more, see
MyCourses

PERSONAL TAKE-HOME MESSAGES
• Everyone writes 2-3 Personal
Take-Home Messages in bullet-points
from all Contact Sessions and
Case Study Sessions including a lecture
à Exceptions: no need to write the messages
from the first (today) and last Contact Session

Blue stars in the sessions sc
hedule
= your Personal Take-Home
Messages

• Deadline the end of the week i.e. each Sunday:
recommendation to write them immediately after the session
à Quick & short reflections on your main learning from the session.
Note: will not be assessed, but all must be done to pass the course
à Submission through MyCourses Sessions sub-page

CASE STUDIES
• Your Case Study allows you to focus on one
specific governance context and to study it
with the help of different analysis methods
à Case Study Sessions on Thursdays support your work
à The actual Case Study presentations on Week 7

• Three main parts for your Case Study:
– Governance analysis of your Case Study
– Preparing a Case Study Report
– Presenting your Case Study

For more, see
MyCourses

CASE STUDIES
• We will provide you a structure for your Case Study
in the first Case Study Session next Thu
à Case Study Sessions on every Thursday

• You will also have a mentor for your Case Study
à S/he will help you to set the focus for your work,
and provide also tips for literature etc.
à Note: the way to contact your mentor is through Teams
during Case Study Sessions, not e.g. through email
à Note: it is your work, and mentor has provides help J

Group work = two processes
WEEKLY: Reading Circles on selected Tuesdays
Reading Material
à Reading these
Independently
before Reading Circle

+

Preparatory Reading
Circle in your group
à Writing a Reading
Circle Summary

+

Contact
Sessions on
Tuesdays
à Discussion
with a Lecturer

ONCE: Case Study (presented during Week 7)
Analysis of your Case Study
à Based on strong
methodological basis
à Submitting
Case Study Report

+

Preparing and
presenting your own
Case Study
in the sessions
during Week 7

Personal
Take-Home
Messages from
all sessions
with a Lecturer
(Tue & Thu)

Both processes
done in the
same group
à They also link,
as Reading
Material helps
your Case Study
analysis

LINKAGES btw Reading Circles,
Contact Session + Case Study?
First: reading the given material and discussing it
in Reading Circle, which sets broader context for…
…Contact Session that provides a practical,
in-depth view on a given topic, which
…links to a selected Case Study that looks critically
and more analytically the topic in question
à These all aim to provide you with a critical mind
& analytical view to the topics we discuss

Asking also
‘Why?’, not
just ‘How?’

WHERE TO USE YOUR TIME?

WHERE TO USE YOUR TIME?
Reading the given Reading Material for Contact Sessions and
Case Study Sessions should take around 3 hours each time
à Total time allocated for reading is thus around the
same than the hours you participate in the Sessions
Writing the Reading Circle Summary (incl. discussion with
your group) should take around one hour each time, per person
In addition to Case Study Sessions, you are expected to use
around 54 hours of independent/group work time for your
Case Study (analysis, presentation + report)
= One day per week during the entire course!
à Plan your Case Study work carefully, and start early!

COURSE ASSESSMENT
• Learning builds on your own activity (as always),
both individually and as part of your group
à You must thus be present in all sessions: you can miss
one session, after that you must do a Compensatory Task

• Course assessment by both teachers and you
– Half of the grade comes from teachers’ assessment
à 3/4 of the grade based on Case Study
à 1/4 of the grade based on Reading Circle Summaries
à Personal Take-Home Messages + possible Compensatory
Tasks need also to be completed to pass the course
– Half of the grade comes from the students
through Self and Peer Assessment

No exam,
that is

COURSE FEEDBACK
• Feedback welcome during the course: please be active!
– Easiest way to give feeback is to talk to us
after the contact / case study sessions
– Alternatively, send email to course email address
(wat-e2080@aalto.fi)
– You can also give anonymous feedback through Miro as well
as MyCourses’ Feedback Box
à Also remember Course Feedback at the end!

ONLINE PRACTICALITIES
• The course is organised fully remotely due to covid-19:
see Online practicalities sub-page in MyCourses (available for students)
MyCourses
- Course
information, incl.
Announcements
- Reading material
+ session slides
- Submission of
personal TakeHome Messages

TEAMS

ZOOM

- The place for your Group Work!
à Group meetings with mentor
in your group's sub-channel
à Group's submissions into
your sub-channel's Files tab

- Sessions here
partly (depends
from lecturers’
preference)

- Teams' General channel used
for communication during
sessions: follow closely!
- Sessions here partly as well

- Breakout rooms,
if needed

MIRO
- Used to enhance
interaction
during sessions
- You can also set up
own Miro Board
for your group’s
brainstorming

ONLINE PRACTICALITIES
• The course is organised fully remotely due to covid-19:
see Online practicalities sub-page in MyCourses (available for students)
MyCourses

TEAMS

ZOOM

- The place for your Group Work!
à Group meetings with mentor
in your group's sub-channel
à Group's submissions into
your sub-channel's Files tab

- Sessions here
partly (depends
from lecturers’
preference)

MIRO
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+ session slides à Also
- Breakout rooms,
own Miro Board
- Course
information, incl.
Announcements

- Submission of
personal TakeHome Messages

- Teams' General channel used
for communication during
sessions: follow closely!
- Sessions here partly as well

if needed

- Used to enhance
interaction
during sessions

for your group’s
brainstorming

Short group talk:
is everything clear?
Comments?

QUESTIONS?
BREAK!
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TODAY’S AIMS + AGENDA
1. Introduction to us and you + course context
à Water + governance

2. Course structure + practicalities
à How the course is implemented and
how your work is being assessed
à Online arrangements (Zoom, Teams, Miro + MyCourses)

3. Case Studies + group work
à Introduction to Case Studies
(Group work stages + your rules: on Thursday)
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3. CASE
STUDIES +
GROUP WORK
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Case Studies?
• Case Studies form the key part of your Group Work
à More on Case Study process next Thursday

• The course includes five Case Studies across scales:
all relevant & interesting!
à Main aim: to practice how to do a governance analysis
in a certain context = your project in this course (skill)
Additional aim: to learn more about a
certain governance context (knowledge)

• Case Study presentations & reports you to
learn more about all five Case Study contexts

Group 1: SDGs and UN-Water
Your Case Study focuses on global scale, and looks at the
governance of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs),
with a focus on water-related SDG6 and UN-Water
UN-Water coordinates the efforts of United Nations entities and
international organizations working on water and sanitation issues:
it is not, however, an organisation but rather a coordinating body.
The SDGs are globally agreed objectives for international
development, setting the agenda for sustainable development
until year 2030. The SDGs process is led by the United Nations, but
their implementation is the common responsibility for all of us.
While there is also a water-specific SDG (SDG6), several other goals
are closely linked to water as well.

Group 2: Mekong River
Your Case Study focuses on regional scale, and looks at the governance of
transboundary Mekong River. The Mekong is shared by six South-East Asian
countries of China, Myanmar, Laos, Thailand, Cambodia and Vietnam.
The river basin is seeing one of the most rapid hydropower development in the
world, which is making transboundary cooperation in the region particularly
important – and challenging.
In terms of water resources management within the river basin, they key
organisations are the regional Mekong River Commission (MRC) and newer&
broader Lancang-Mekong Cooperation Mechanism LMCM. In terms of the
entire Mekong Region and its economic development, the key organisation is
the ADB-led Greater Mekong Subregion Programme. Your analysis can focus on
one or several of these organisations and their role for water governance.

Group 3: EU water governance
Your case study focuses on water governance at the EU level, with
a focus on the EU Water Framework Directive, a key instrument to
guide water resources management in the EU member states.
Your group will take a view on the EU environmental governance
system by describing the main institutional arrangements and
identifying the main actors involved in the related decision-making
and implementation. Special focus could be paid to the
comprehensive evaluation of the WFD, conducted in 2019
(Fitness check of the EU Water Legislation 2019).

Group 4: Kokemäenjoki
(collaborative water governance in Finland)

Your case study focuses on water governance at the river basin level in
Finland. You will examine a voluntary collaborative water governance process,
called Water Vision process, in the river Kokemäenjoki river basin (Vesivisio 2050)
A Water Vision is a collective vision for the future use of the shared water
resource that integrates different, sometimes conflicting interests on
environmental water protection and water use (e.g. hydropower production vs.
fisheries). The underlying idea is that collaboratively developed vision improves
its acceptance and facilitates the implementation of identified actions.
Your work will focus specifically on describing and analyzing the formation of a
Water Vision in the case study area.
Please note that most of the material for this case study is in Finnish only.

Group 5: HSY
Your Case Study focuses on local scale, and looks at the governance
of the Helsinki Region Environmental Services Authority HSY.
HSY is a municipal body that produces waste management and
water services, and provides information on the Helsinki
Metropolitan Area and environment. It is thus a major player in the
Helsinki Metropolitan area, employing over 700 people and
investing annually over 100 million euros to water and
environmental infrastructure and services.
Your task is to look at the general governance structure as well as
specific aspects of the HSY related e.g. to water supply
arrangements & investments and/or HSY’s sustainability strategy.

GETTING INTO GROUPS
• UN-Water & SDGs
• Mekong River Basin
• EU-WFD
• Kokemäenjoki
• HSY

1) Decide your preferred cases
(minimum three, can be even five)
2) Rank them from first to three,
if you want
3) Send them to course email
by tomorrow i.e. Wed at 9 am
(wat-e2080@aalto.fi)
4) We’ll form the groups and let you
know them by Thursday’s session

YOUR GROUP!
• You will work in and collaborate with your group during
the entire course: your group is critical for your learning!
à We are lucky to have so small groups:
makes collaboration and group work easier

• Still very important to understand and accept
that everything is not going to run smoothly
à Different stages of group work + roles in group
à Familiar stuff for everyone participating WAT Course:
we will re-visit these on Thursday after the groups are formed

NEXT STEPS?
1. Select your preferred Case Study topics and send them to the
course email by tomorrow i.e. Wed 13.1 at 9 am
2. Read the Reading Material in MyCourses before Thursday
(note: no Reading Circle on Thursdays, though)
3. Join the course’s Teams channel: instructions in
MyCourses’ Online practicalities sub-page
à Thursday’s session will be in Teams (test also for us)!
We start at usual time i.e. 9.00 am sharp!
à To join the session: come to the course’s Teams channel,
and click “Meet” in General channel’s top-right corner

QUESTIONS?
You can also send questions to Teams’
General channel or course email:
wat-e2080@aalto.fi
Stay tuned through Teams & MyCourses!
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3. CASE
STUDIES +
GROUP WORK
Part 2: Thursday 14.1.2021
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STAGES OF GROUP WORK

Be ready for
the storms,
too!
à Part of the
learning
process

Source: Aurora
/ Tuckman
http://bit.ly/2cPGiF
a
Based on
Tuckman (1965)

ROLES IN GROUP
• Group = a set of different people in different roles
à Everyone takes and/or is given a certain role in a group
à The roles can also change over time

• Roles can be beneficial or harmful for the group work
à In ideal situation different roles support each other
à In practice, however, many groups have a set of roles that
can together be less beneficial or even harmful for the work
à This is natural – no need to be afraid or ashamed of it!

• Very important to be aware of the roles that you
and other group members have
à Make sure to take roles that 1) are beneficial for the group,
and 2) allow you to learn most from the group work!

TEAM ROLES by Belbin
http://w2.uco.fr/~cbourles/OPTION/Theorie/Belbin/Belbin's_team_roles_fichiers/belbin.gif

TEAM ROLES by Belbin
http://w2.uco.fr/~cbourles/OPTION/Theorie/Belbin/Belbin's_team_roles_fichiers/belbin.gif

NICE SET OF ROLES
…BUT WHAT ARE M
ISSING?
à Purely harmful ro
les :)

self?
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t
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à Answe

GROUP ROLE
CARICATURES

• SHAPER comes up with new ideas & thrives in pressure
• COORDINATOR focuses on the job + delegates tasks
• SPECIALIST brings in-depth (but selective) knowledge
• ’VASTARANNAN KIISKI’ (MOANER) opposes everything
• FREE-RIDER let’s others do the work, but takes credit
• OVERACHIEVER aims high, even at the cost of team spirit

YOUR GROUP! YOUR RULES!
• It is your group, so you are responsible
for making sure that your group works and
that everyone has a meaningful role
à Agree on Rules for your group: how you will work as
a group so that it is useful and fun for everyone?

• Also agree on how to sort out your challenges
and conflicts: your responsibility, too!
à But if it gets really bad, do contact us
and we try to sort it out together

Submit your Rules
into
your Teams’s Files
tab

YOUR GROUP! YOUR PROJECT!
• The group also forms your project team
à Your project: your Case Study
à Take this as an opportunity to practice your
project planning and management skills as well!

WHAT IS A PROJECT?

PROJECT PLANNING
+ MANAGEMENT
HOW TO MANAGE A PROJECT?

PROJECT LIFECYCLE

Artto et al. (2011): Project Business
-> Available in WAT-E1100 MyCourses

PROJECT + TIME MANAGEMENT
• Your Case Study is your groups’ project

à We give you the main aim and timeline i.e. deadline

• Based on your aim & course timeline:
1) divide the aim into objectives and related activities
2) agree on the division of responsibilities (who does what)
3) plan and manage your time
à Use SMART objectives
à Decide on the ‘level of enough’
i.e. when something is ready

Specific: what are we going to do
?
Measurable: how to measure it
is done?
Achievable: can we do it in the gi
ven time & resources?
Relevant: will this objective cont
ribute to our main aim?
Time-bound: when will the obje
ctive be accomplished?

QUESTIONS?
You can also send questions to Teams’
General channel or course email:
wat-e2080@aalto.fi
Stay tuned through Teams & MyCourses!
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WATER GOVERNANCE:
alternative views
See also Elinor Ostrom & co’s work on polycentric governance: multiple autonomous
centers of decision making across scales – with emphasis on local level

Morrison et al. 2019

GOVERNANCE? Key elements
So governance is about:

ACTORS
organisations
groups
individuals…

creating
and being
influenced by

INSTITUTIONS
FORMAL

INFORMAL

legislation

norms

policies &
strategies

values

administrative
structures…

…all with differing
roles and interests

through

traditions
customs…

…creating structure for actors’
behaviour ( = social order)
= provide the rules of the game
for interaction (North 1990), and
thus for governance

INTERACTION
planning & decision-making
processes
implementation
assessments and evaluations
meetings & emails…

…influenced by power relations
and actors’ differing authority,
legitimacy & agency

to
fulfill a

SOCIAL
FUNCTION
e.g. building a dam
preventing urban floods
energy policy
sustainability

…can be clearly-defined or broad,
and defined in different ways
à Different actors may also have
differing view on it

WATER GOVERNANCE:
alternative views

Want to know more about fascinating world of water governance?
There is an excellent e-lecture series available through NEWAVE website:

https://www.nextwatergovernance.net/training/newave-e-lecture-series-water-governance-theoretical-perspectives

